WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS CAMP
June 30 - July 7 2014
FRESH TO FRIGHTENING !

S. Molle looking across to Denman Is.
Daylight has just arrived and shadowy figures are moving between the Shute Harbour beach and
kayaks at the water’s edge. Yesterday’s perfect weather has vanished overnight and been replaced with
a stiff SE wind which is increasing by the hour. The paddlers are quiet and edgy as they pack their
boats with equipment, food, water and wine, enough for a seven day camp out on the islands.
Through the previous week we had been watching the weather forecast. It was not good for our time
on the water, 25-30 knots for the first few days then improving later in the week! Do we continue as
planned, postpone or cancel the trip?? The emails were flying back and forth!
The unanimous decision was to meet at Shute Harbour as planned with the option of paddling the
Molle Islands and Daydream Island in lieu of the more exposed Whitsunday/Hook Islands. That option
would avoid crossing the Whitsunday Passage, which is no place for “mature” kayakers in a strong
S.Easterly.

Shute Harbour to Sandy Bay

So here we are, Monday
June 30th at Shute
Harbour. Eleven club
members intending to
leave ahead of the
planned launch time in
an attempt to be ahead of
the stronger forecast
winds, (faint hope as it
turned out). Albert, Fay,
Robyn and Neil were the
'shadowy figures'

packing in the early light, and they were away around 7.30 for a wet and challenging paddle across to
Sandy Bay. Bob, George, Ray and Richard were soon ready and keen to go but Graham had not
received the message re the earlier than planned start and had not yet arrived. Anita and Dave were still
stuffing gear into their boats. Richard, totally frustrated with the delay, paddled out of the harbour,
took a look and decided some company would be wise in the conditions!!
Graham now arrived and loaded, the main group got away about 10am into 15-20knots, beam on with a
strong wind over strong tide! A nasty combination.
It was obvious when we cleared the harbour that crossing to Whitsunday Island was not an option, so
with plenty of water over the bow and occasional wave tops under the ribs we headed for Sandy Bay to
meet up with Albert’s group. A scratchy radio message from Albert let us know they had arrived safely.
Bob handled the conditions well, carrying his sail much of the way, only dropping it to slow down to
wait for the group. Just as well he did as there was a shout from Dave for assistance with Anita. A
poorly fitted and defective skirt had caused her kayak to half fill!! Added to that was the day hatch
cover had come off and broken loose, so the day hatch was also full. All that water sloshing about in
those conditions and still 2km to go!! Anita had done well to stay upright. With Dave rafted up and
Bob pumping while George stayed close by, Anita was soon on a very scary and desperate paddle to
reach the beach before filling again. Bob's boat had filled while pumping and all four had been pushed
south by the strong tide into very choppy water near the bottom of South Molle island. A bad (and
avoidable) situation had been well handled. (Thanks to Gary Forrest’s training I suspect). We were
very pleased to enter the calm water in Sandy Bay to join up with the group.
Undaunted after the crossing, tent sites were chosen and camp set up for a seven night stay. After lunch
some lazed, walked the lovely long beach or took to the island track system for a walk up to Mt. Jeffery.

Tent City
TUESDAY/WEDNESDAY
The wind howled all night, threatening to turn the tents inside out. Fortunately, Albert and Fay set up a
tarp wind break, which became party central for lunch and 4.30 happy hour, (supplied mainly by Fay).

With the wind increasing to 25-30knots in the gusts, any serious paddling was not going to happen.
Bob and Richard did
try out their sails in
the more sheltered
bay and Albert caught
a fish or three.
Activity on Monday,
Tuesday and
Wednesday was
restricted to walking
the many fine tracks
to South Molle Resort
(now but for an
occasional backpacker
hangout, almost
derelict), Paddle Bay,
Spion Kop, Mt Jeffery,
Hanging Rock or rock
hopping around the
bays.

4 Days of Howling SE
THURSDAY
The weather deteriorated further to 30knots and showers. This prompted further building activity. More
tarps appeared and an innovative wind and shower proof shelter materialised over a picnic table.
Activity central was relocated. Chatting, card games, food and drink along with a few tall stories led to
enjoyable evenings.
Robyn, Neil and Graham decided to give the weather best and organised for the 'Scamper' ferry to take
them back to Shute Harbour. We helped them load their gear and kayaks and waved them off at 4pm.

Robyn Neil Graham leaving aboard Scamper

FRIDAY
With the weather improving at last we could get some kayaking. Bob, Richard, George, Albert and
Dave sailed up to paddle bay, through Molle channel (unsafe pass) and across Bauer Bay to the point
below Spion Kop,
and back to Sandy
Hanging Rock
Bay camp by the
reverse route.
It was on this day
that Fay and Anita
had a close encounter
with a large and
brightly coloured sea
snake while rock
hopping around to
pine bay. The snake
got bigger and
brighter as the day
went on! Surprisingly,
this was the only
snake encountered
during all the walking done on the tracks.
Having had a chat to a young couple in Sandy Bay and learning that this was their first trip in open
water and that the lady had not been too impressed with the trip over (“I was screaming at him when it
got really rough”) Anita and Dave were keeping an eye on them with the binoculars as they set off for
Shute Harbour. They were well out and in the 'rough patch' when they tipped over. Bob and George
paddled to them. They had made it back in and said they were Ok, but watching them over the next 30
minutes or so it was obvious they could not make way across the wind and current and were being
taken north past Shute Harbour. A 000 call to the water police had a tinny and jet ski dispatched from
Daydream Island. After a bit more drama, they were towed to Shute. The police phoned back to say
they were cold and fatigued when picked up and that we 'might well have saved two lives today'.

3 Days spent walking all over S. Molle

SATURDAY
The poor weather was over so we all paddled up to paddle bay (at the north tip of South Molle) and
across to Daydream Island and, even though they did not make us welcome on the main beach, coffee
was enjoyed before continuing around the north end of Daydream in great conditions to lunch at the
bakery on the western side. Some (Richard) enjoyed a swim (bath) in the resort pool, Albert and Fay
braved the cool water to do some coral viewing while the rest of us commented just how unbalanced
they must be!
After lunch Ray,
Dave, Anita, Albert
and Fay enjoyed a
casual paddle back to
camp, coral viewing
and fishing (Albert),
while the more
energetic trio went
through ‘unsafe pass’,
up the east side of
North Molle and
around back to camp,
enjoying some great
Daydream and North Molle
sailing on the way up.
SUNDAY
This was our last paddling day and the weather was perfect. Not a ripple and the water, sand and
islands looked magical.

Cid Harbour

Although we did not have time to get up to Hook Island, this was our chance to cross the main channel
to Whitsunday Island and explore the camp sites there for a future occasion. Bob, George, Richard and
Ray had not been across previously and were keen to go, so with Dave an early start was made around
the southern end of South Molle for a brief stop at Denman Island and then across the 7km to Joes
beach for smoko on the beach there.

S. Molle to Whitsunday Is around Cid and back via Mid Molle 35km
A relaxed paddle around Cid Harbour to Nari's beach, Sawmill beach then onto Dugong beach before
returning to Sawmill for lunch. After lunch and some debate we enjoyed a brisk sail/paddle around the
north point of Cid island and across the 9km to 'unsafe pass' between South and North Molle islands
and back to camp arriving around 3pm. A most memorable and enjoyable 35km day.
Not to be outdone, Fay,
Anita and Albert also
enjoyed their best ever
day. Leaving a little
later, they too rounded
the southern point of
South Molle island to
Denman island and
then continued north
past the island resort for
smoko on the eastern
side of North Molle
island before continuing
around North Molle and
back to Daydream for
lunch, the ladies
chatting and Albert
fishing as they went.
As always the day was
Finally got to Whitsunday Is on last day
rounded off with drinks
and nibblies at 4.30
until sundown, then a warm fire in a beach hollow as evening came on

MONDAY.
Willyweather advised that we could expect a strong SE wind to come in mid-morning, so just as this
venture had started, shadowy figures were again carrying gear to their kayaks in the dawn light. This
time there were bright
spirits and chatter,
directed mainly at
Richard, who was not at
all keen on packing dew
soaked gear into his boat.
Albert, Fay, Anita and
Dave were first away and
had the memorable
pleasure of watching the
ripple free water of the
bay change through
greys and pinks as the
sun climbed up over
South Molle island
behind them. The others
helped each other launch
loaded kayaks and soon
followed. Again the little
beach at Shute was
littered with kayaks and
Sheltering from the 30knot SE
gear getting washed and
loaded, while those
passing by looked on with interest.
I wonder, do they think 'I'd like to do that someday' just as we had once done.
EXCERPTS from contributor’s notes used to compile this report …....

Fay Jansen
Had an eventful paddle across to Sandy Beach on Sth Molle!!! Set up camp while waiting for the rest
of the group to arrive.
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday, we walked, walked and walked !!! Albert has never walked so
much…ever!!

Robyn Graham
On Tuesday I walked to South Molle resort diverting to various viewpoints along the way.
The high winds sweeping over the hillsides creating a beautiful panorama of undulating bladey grass
and grass trees, sparkling in the sunlight. I saw several orchid species in leaf but none of them in flower.
Massive clumps of the hardy Dendrobium discolor or golden antler orchid could be seen all along the
beaches in most inhospitable spots...I do wish I could be there to see it in flower but that would involve
a trip much later in the year...any takers?
The evening routines were one of the really enjoyable parts of this trip..sundowners at 4.30 in the
shelter of Fay and Albert’s wind break, then back to our tents to prepare our dinners, then to sit around
a small drift wood fire in good company. We invited the other campers, from Germany to join us and

they were pleasant people. Richard spoke in very correct German with them.

Richard Sharpe
Again the wind howled all night with the tent shaking, and the noise of the wind! Still blowing at 15-20
knots when we got up. Bob and I had a few runs across the bay with our sails up. It was a fabulous
ride and felt right on the edge when the gusts propelled the boat forward.....It was pretty rough on the
point with whitecaps and metre waves.

Report by Dave Pass
GPS tracks and final compilation by Richard
Photos contributed by many

